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Chapter 2711 
They were forced to swallow all their words as they looked at Jackie. Master Forrest 
was ecstatic. His smile was so wide that it threatened to split his face. 

If it had been the right place to do so, he would have started to clap in celebration. He 
had been so obvious with what he was doing, but the brat had still fallen for it! He would 
do everything he could to affect the brat’s performance the moment the round started. 

It was obvious without even thinking about it that the brat would definitely try to use the 
knowledge he had to get a Green Phoenix Fruit. Only, they did not know if Jackie’s 
method would be effective or not. 

No matter what method he had in mind, Master Forrest decided that he would definitely 
do everything he could to disturb Jackie. Jackie immediately saw through Master 
Forrest’s thoughts, and a smile of disdain formed on his face. 

At that moment, Bradley had a pleased expression on his face as he gave way to 
Jackie. Jackie looked coldly at Bradley. Bradley had reverted back into that emotionless 
master. 

Sure enough, a good amount of his earlier temperament had been faked. It was all done 
in order to provoke Jackie. Jackie could not help but shake his head at the thought, 
tossing all those thoughts to the back of his head. 
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He started to walk forward and pushed the door open. Everyone else followed closely 
behind him. The buffer was about three feet away from the door. Any forward would be 
an isolated barrier. 

It was an isolated space. Everyone could see the scene within the space. In the illusory 
realm, a large phoenix was patrolling within. At that moment, the phoenix’s eyes were 
half open and it had a lazy look on its face, but no one dared to underestimate it. 

After all, the phoenix was already in the spring solidifying realm. If it had not been 
restrained by a chain, it could have rushed over and ripped half of the people there 
apart. Jackie looked at the phoenix and sighed. 

The phoenix might have already matured, but it was still not that old. It was still only at 
the early stage of the innate level. As Jackie walked forward and entered the illusory 
realm, he suddenly heard a wave of discussions. 
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He immediately knew that Claude was talking. “He’s far too confident. A phoenix isn’t 
that easy to deal with. If he insists on forcing it, it won’t end well for him.” 

Those words might sound like it was advice for Jackie to not be impulsive, but it was 

filled with a sense of mockery. Jackie smiled coldly as he turned around abruptly. 
Claude seemed like he would never stop. 

Jackie had already warned Claude before, but Claude seemed like he had already 
forgotten it. Jackie was not someone who forgives so easily. He had only temporarily let 
Claude off because of the special circumstances. 

However, he was already at the last round, and the brat no longer had any use. 

Jackie suddenly smiled coldly as he said in a low voice, “Remember everything you said 
just now. Don’t regret it later.” 

After saying that, Jackie turned around and walked into the illusory realm. The illusory 
realm was so realistic that Jackie was actually fooled. 

After entering the formation, he was fully submerged in the illusion. After that, even the 
ground behind him turned into a green plain. Sensing that someone had entered, 

the phoenix’s eyes slowly widened. 
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The phoenix was blue but had no wings. Instead, it had two talons both front and back. 
Its sharp claws had a vague chill to them, even if one was not near them. 

The sharpness of the talons could be felt from the coldness. Jackie turned to look and 
found that he could not see the people within the buffer, but he could still feel their 
gazes on him. 
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The moment Jackie entered the formation, the people in the buffer had all lost their 
reservations. After all, only Jackie had yet to finish the third stage. 

Everyone stared at Jackie with widened eyes, especially Bradley. Other than 
excitement, there were no other emotions in his eyes. 



At that moment, his mood turned incredibly complicated. He had already used every 
trick in the book that he could. He was certain that Jackie would never be able to get the 
Green Phoenix Fruit simply because Jackie just did not have the ability to! 

Jameson said, agitated, “What do you think Jackie will do to get the Green Phoenix 
Fruit? My mind is a mess at the moment…” 

“I’d already tried everything I could. I even went in and put my life on the line. In the end, 
I got injured, and couldn’t even get my 

hands on the Green Phoenix Fruit. The phoenix is just way too smart!” 
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After Jameson said that, everyone nodded except for Bradley. During the round, they 
had thought of various plans before, but everything went down the drain after they 
entered the illusory realm and faced the phoenix. 

Not a single one of them managed to get through. Jameson, Conrad, and Benedict all 
got injured while deciding to put their lives on the line. At that moment, the few of them 
had complicated feelings in their hearts. 

Conrad stared at Bradley, and after a long time, he finally summoned up the courage to 
ask, “Bradley… Now that Jackie’s entered, there’s no need for the rules anymore. Could 
you help answer our questions? How did you get the Green Phoenix Fruit?” 

Conrad was incredibly curious about it. He knew what Bradley was like. Even though 
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they were all alchemists from Sky Peak Pavilion, Bradley looked down on them. 

Conrad might not be willing to accept it, but he did not dare to say anything in front of 
Bradley’s immense talent. Just asking the question had taken him a lot of courage. After 
all, Bradley had always only cared about himself. 

If Bradley did not want to say it, one would only be faced with cold words even if one 
asked. Bradley’s mood was quite complicated and a little worried at that moment. After 
hearing Conrad’s question, he looked up into Conrad’s eyes and swept over the other 
participants. 

Everyone looked at him with excitement. It seemed like everyone really wanted to know 
how he got the Green Phoenix Fruit. Bradley raised an eyebrow and let out a cold 
laugh, “Since you all want to know so much, I’ll tell you.” 



After saying that, Bradley looked toward the illusory array. At that moment, Jackie was 
not moving at all, just like before. No one knew what he was thinking. The phoenix had 
already opened its eyes and was locking gazes with Jackie. 

If the phoenix had not been chained, it would definitely have rushed over and torn 
Jackie apart. After looking at him for a few moments, Bradley finally answered, “The 
method is actually very simple. I spent so long in Grand Yorn Mountain, and I’ve met 
phoenixes like this before. They like eating cold energy, so any materials with cold 
energy are incredibly alluring to the phoenixes. I used a freezing pill.” 

The moment he said that all the participants widened their eyes. At that moment, they 
were not filled with curiosity, but confusion, Claude was the first to speak, “All of us are 
aware of that special point of phoenixes. I might be an alchemist focused on refining 
pills, but I’ve at least memorized the introductions to 
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“I’ve already seen the introductions on phoenixes in ancient archives before. Phoenixes’ 
liking of cold energy is the first trait listed. I tried to use that point. After entering the 
door, I took out ground frost pills that are dense in cold energy. 

“The effects of ground frost pills shouldn’t be worse than freezing pills. In the buffer 
zone, I mixed poison with the pills and tossed them out. However, the phoenix did not 
fall for it at all. All the phoenix did was glance at the pills and shut its eyes, ignoring 
them!” 

After Claude finished talking, everyone nodded in agreement. It was obvious that 
everyone more or less knew of that special characteristic. They had tried to use it to 
their advantage but did not succeed. 

Conrad said, “I threw quite a few pills with cold characteristics. It wasn’t just pills, but 

weapons as well. Yet, they never managed to attract the phoenix. 

“The phoenix would just look at it before turning around. It didn’t look like it wanted to 
eat them as well! We knew about freezing pills as well. Furthermore, freezing pills aren’t 
actually that dense in cold energy. Why did yours end up working, while ours didn’t 
despite our various tries?” 
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Conrad’s last words were precisely what all the participants were thinking. All of them 
widened their eyes as they looked at Bradley curiously. Even Elder Maurice, Mr. Zayne, 
and the others were looking curiously. 



Bradley coldly laughed, “What do you think phoenixes are? Even though they’re beasts, 
don’t assume that beasts lack intelligence. 

“Do you think they’ll obediently fall for it just because you threw in some pills with cold 
energy? Do you think they’d end up consuming poison so obediently?! 

“The phoenix is already matured and is already at the spring solidifying realm. There’s 
no way it could be that dumb. At the very least, it wouldn’t fall for such a shallow trick. If 
you don’t understand, think about it in another way. 
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“If you were the phoenix, and some alluring pills suddenly got tossed in from the 
outside, would you just dumbly run over and eat everything?!” 

Those words caused their faces to redden. Bradley had hit their weaknesses on the 
spot. Be it before or after they entered the illusory realm, they had never considered the 
phoenix’s intelligence. 

They only thought about using the special characteristic of the phoenix to lure it to eat 
the poison. They would then have the best chance to get close to the Green Phoenix 
Fruit. 

They forgot something important. Even though phoenixes were beasts, they were 

still not beasts of low intelligence. Before it was caught by Sky Peak Pavilion. It had 
been staying in the incredibly dangerous Grand Yorn Mountain. 

Grand Yorn Mountain was a gathering spot for beasts. An unknown number of beasts 
dwelled within, and an unknown number of beasts died every day. If it were not smart 
enough, it could not have possibly survived on Grand Yorn Mountain for that long. 

Shallow tricks like that would not be able to even fool beasts. After Bradley said that, 
everyone’s minds were finally enlightened. Claude said miserably, “Since it’s so 
intelligent and its skills are far above ours, how could we have gotten the Green 
Phoenix Fruit with only an hour’s time!” 

Claude started to complain again. Even though the others did not continue with his 
words, most of them agreed with his views. There were way too many problems that 
were in front of them. 
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For them to get the Green Phoenix Fruit was already a task that was considered 
arduous. Master Forrest let out a cold laugh when he heard Claude’s words and said, 



“Don’t just complain if you can’t do it. Each round had been arranged to be incredibly 
strict and difficult. You should never have participated if you don’t think you have the 
skill. 

“Just because you can’t do it doesn’t mean others can’t. Didn’t Bradley successfully 
acquire a Green Phoenix Fruit?” 

Those words felt incredibly insulting. Claude could not help but shudder at them. Elder 
Maurice frowned as he berated, “Just shut your mouth. Every time you open your 
mouth, you’re either trying to accuse someone or complain. Had I known of your 
character, I would never have allowed you to attend this tournament!” 

Claude was incredibly reluctant to just let Elder Maurice berate him like that, but he did 
not dare to say anything. After all, he was still the cause of all this. 

After they returned to Phoenix Valley, Elder Maurice might embellish the report about 
him if Elder Maurice did not like him. Then, he would end up being punished more than 
he should. For the sake of his future, he was forced to swallow his anger. 

Conrad did not really care about what the people from Phoenix Valley were arguing 
about. The only thing he wanted to know was how Bradley ended up getting the Green 
Phoenix Fruit. 
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He limped forward next to Bradley and said, “If you just used the freezing pills, the 
results would have been the same as ours. Since you managed to successfully get the 
Green Phoenix Pill, then you must have used a different method, right?” 

Bradley glanced at Conrad bofor calmly, “It’s true that the freezing pills were only part of 
the ruse, but they were incredibly important. Have you forgotten what the freezing pills 
are used for?” 

Conrad frowned, thinking for a moment before answering, “Freezing pills can be 
consumed and used externally. Consuming them can help restrict any fire-based 
poisons. 

“Used externally, it will automatically release dense cold energy into its surroundings! 
However, is that capable of going against the phoenix?’ 
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Bradley nodded. He had never planned on keeping this a secret anyway. After all, the 
method Bradley had used was not a special method at all. It was just that all the others. 
were too stupid, and used dumb methods instead. 



He calmly said, “The phoenix isn’t stupid. It naturally won’t entertain any pills that are 
just casually thrown out. However, I didn’t throw the freezing pills for the phoenix to eat. 

“I didn’t put any poison into the pills either. I threw the pills in purely for them to release 
cold energy. 

The other participants were all confused by the explanation. Not a single one of them 
understood what that would do. Yet, Master Forrest and Elder Maurice immediately did. 

When they designed the tournament, they had acted through how finishing the third 
stage could be done. Bradley’s method was the one they had thought of, and it was 
simple and reliable. 

Even Elder Maurice could not help but nod at it. Bradley was definitely much better than 
anyone who was average in terms of both talent and skill. He had relied on his own 
skills to get the Green Phoenix Fruit. Thinking about that, Elder Maurice started to get 
worried about Jackie. 
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He did not know if Jackie had the skill. Bradley did not care what everyone else was 
thinking as he continued explaining, “The freezing pills can’t just release cold energy, 
they also numb the sense of smell. With those two effects, of course, I could deal with 
the phoenix!” 

Hearing that, the others still did not really understand. Bradley frowned as he cursed in 
his heart. All of them were idiots. After that, he patiently continued explaining. 

“Even though the phoenix won’t consume the pill, phoenixes have always liked places 
with dense cold energy. After the freezing pill lets out the cold energy, the phoenix 
would still slowly get nearer to the pill, even if it won’t eat it. 

“That’s the effect I wanted. After tossing the freezing pills in, I scattered in some 
bewildering powder. In order to not attract the phoenix’s attention, I scattered them on 
the wild grass. 

“The bewildering powder had always been colorless and possessed a mild smell. With 
the attraction of the freezing pills, on top of the scent numbing effect, the phoenix would 
not be able to smell even if i was close. 

“Naturally, it would not be as alert as before. The phoenix is still a spring solidifying 
realm beast. A small amount of bewildering powder won’t have much of an effect, so I 
quietly waited in the buffer. 
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“I only dared to walk in after over half an hour. When I entered the illusory realm, the 
phoenix immediately rushed at me when it noticed me. Yet, it had already inhaled a lot 
of bewildering powder, so it did not have the strength to attack at all. 

“I took advantage of its weakness to rush to the Green Phoenix Fruit and got myself 
one,” 

As he said that, he shook the Green Phoenix Fruit in his hand. He had explained so 
much that anyone who still could not understand was probably mentally challenged. 

In truth, the method was not that difficult, but the rest of them had not thought about it at 
all. They even neglected a very important problem. After all, they had not been in Grand 
Yorn Mountain that much compared to Bradley. 
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Bradley understood the habits of beasts very well. Even though they knew that beasts 
could be intelligent, they habitually ignored the fact. They thought of the phoenix as 
some wild animal that only knew how to kill. That was the reason for their failure! 

Claude grumbled, “Why didn’t I think of that!” 

Bradley could not help but laugh coldly when he heard that, “I managed to think of that 
method so quickly purely because of my experiences in Grand Yorn Mountain. 

“Even if I had people protecting me, I still encountered various dangers. These beasts 
are all cunning. I had the protection of the buffer and the phoenix was chained. 

“I just needed some small tricks to get it. It’s just that the rest of you are too dumb. 
That’s the only reason you felt that this stage is too hard!” 

After Bradley said that, the other participants all turned red in their ears. Even if they did 
not like it, they still could not find any retort to Bradley. That was because they really 
were too dumb if anyone looked at it from Bradley’s shoes. 

After a moment, Benedict suddenly said, “What method do you think Jackie will use? 
Could he end up using the same method as Bradley? Utilizing the fact that phoenixes 
like cold, and putting poison in it to get the Green Phoenix Fruit!” 

 


